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Memory formation during anaesthesia: plausibility of a neurophysiological basis
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Abstract

As opposed to conscious, personally relevant (explicit) memories that we can recall at will, implicit (unconscious) memories are prototypical of ‘hidden’ memory; memories that exist, but that we do not know we possess. Nevertheless, our behaviour can be affected by these memories; in fact, these memories allow us to function in an ever-changing world. It is still unclear from behavioural studies whether similar memories can be formed during anaesthesia. Thus, a relevant question is whether implicit memory formation is a realistic possibility during anaesthesia, considering the underlying neurophysiology. A different conceptualization of memory taxonomy is presented, the serial parallel independent model of Tulving, which focuses on dynamic information processing with interactions among different memory systems rather than static classification of different types of memories. The neurophysiological basis for subliminal information processing is considered in the context of brain function as embodied in network interactions. Function of sensory cortices and thalamic activity during anaesthesia are reviewed. The role of sensory and perisensory cortices, in particular the auditory cortex, in support of memory function is discussed. Although improbable, with the current knowledge of neurophysiology one cannot rule out the possibility of memory formation during anaesthesia.
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Editor’s key points

• Unconscious memory formation during anaesthesia after ablation of conscious memory is controversial.
• The serial parallel independent model of memory formation provides a useful construct for conceptualizing anaesthetic effects.
• Neurophysiological evidence for anatomically distributed memory formation provides a basis for formation and retrieval of sensate memories under anaesthesia.

The study of ‘unconscious memory during anaesthesia’ is rife with terminology, which reflects not only the uncertainty of observations attempted in these studies, but also vagueness about the underlying neurocognitive/psychological mechanisms that underlie these inconsistently documented phenomena. Implicit (unconscious) memory is frequently defined as an exclusionary phenomenon [i.e. that it is not explicit (conscious) memory]. This highlights the uncertainties present in understanding these memory processes.

Evidence of a memory is obtained by measuring a change in behaviour after formation of that memory, and in that sense, memory is a behaviour. A memory might be best defined as being embodied within a change in synaptic connections in the brain. These changes produce a brain different from what it was before, that difference being the memory.¹ More accurately, the changes in synaptic connections embody a consolidated memory, which is the end result of a series of neurophysiological events associated with perturbations of the electrophysiological milieu in which the brain resides (e.g. hippocampal theta...
Anaesthesia most commonly ablates conscious memory formation on the basis of sedation/hypnosis, with the maximal effect occurring when sufficient medication induces a loss of response to verbal or physical stimulation. This is the anaesthetic state considered in this manuscript. Many studies regarding mechanisms of anaesthesia have been carried out in volunteers who are unresponsive to different degrees of stimulation; however, it should be noted that in the clinical setting, this ‘anaesthetic’ state could be regarded as ‘sedation’ rather than ‘anaesthesia’. As propofol is such an easy drug to use in volunteer studies because of its ease of titration, many investigations use this amnesic drug. It should be pointed out that in the setting of unresponsiveness, the lack of conscious memory formation is entirely the result of sedation/hypnosis and not from the amnesic effect of propofol. The amnesic effects of propofol occur at lower concentrations than those that produce significant sedation and seem to inhibit memory processes subsequent to transfer of information from working to episodic (explicit) memory.

This review focuses on whether unconscious memory formation during anaesthesia could have a plausible neurophysiological basis. If no rational neurophysiological basis exists for memory formation during anaesthesia, then the body of negative studies is more likely to be true. Positive results could be attributable to factors that plague psychology/psychiatry research, recently of topical interest. Alternatively, if a plausible basis can be put forward for memory formation, then more weight might be given to positive results, and indeed, it might be fruitful to refine methodology further in order to allow a predictable setting in which memory formation during anaesthesia could be studied.

Unconscious memory formation in the absence of anaesthetics will be considered first, in order to illustrate the brain processes necessary to form a memory without conscious awareness. But before that, it is most useful to consider anaesthetic effects on memory using conceptualizations of human memory systems. One such conceptualization that is not well known, but is useful in the present context, is the serial parallel independent (SPI) model proposed by Tulving.

Serial parallel independent model of human memory

In the last few decades, conceptualizations of human memory have evolved from considering memory as a unitary phenomenon to one of multiple systems that subserve specific memory functions. Initially, distinctions between short- and long-term memory were proposed, and this explained a number of experimental observations. Subsequently, short-term (working) memory was better modelled as a set of interacting subsystems, including the visuospatial scratch pad, phonologic loop, central executive, and more recently, the episodic buffer. Likewise, long-term memory was conceptualized as consisting of semantic vs episodic memory. The latter relates to personal memories, which occur not only in the context of a time and place, but also incorporate ‘autonoetic’ awareness of a subjective sense of self and time for past events, and the ability to ‘travel’ into the future in thought. The autonoetic quality is likely to differentiate human episodic memory from ‘episodic-like’ behaviour in animals, ultimately relegating the understanding of episodic memory in humans, and anaesthetic effects thereon, to studying humans themselves. Semantic memory concerns facts, concepts, and beliefs, and is considered a more ‘durable’ and ‘primitive’ memory system. There are many more lesion patients in whom episodic memory is impaired with intact semantic memory.
than the reverse, including what one might consider drug-induced temporary ‘lesions’ produced by propofol and benzodiazepines.29
In many ways, episodic memory can be considered a ‘slave’ system dependent on semantic memory. Thus, episodic memory is formed not only from factual information but also from one’s beliefs contained in semantic memory.30 This relationship is useful to conceptualize false memory, where the highest level memory processes (i.e. episodic) do not differentiate between factual and non-factual information input.10

Conceptualizations of human memory are still evolving over time, as is the understanding of the underlying neurophysiological basis of memory. Although there is no doubt that the hippocampus is needed to encode new conscious (episodic) memories, its role in retrieval of those memories, and the possibility of reconsolidation of retrieved memories, are active areas of research.31 32 Additionally, it now appears that the hippocampus participates in processes independent of conscious awareness.33 34 There is always a chasm between cognitive concepts of memory, used to model behavioural results, and the underlying neuroanatomical and functional correlates of those behaviours. One needs to examine the impact of anaesthesia using both lenses. The SPI model of human memory was proposed by Tulving35 to tackle a number of issues and observations that other models could not address. Most of these relate to interactions between semantic and episodic memory systems, but the greatest benefit is obtained from conceptualization of the lowest ‘rung’ of the model, the perceptual representation system (PRS).35

The SPI model considers three parallel systems of memory: the PRS, semantic, and episodic systems (Fig. 1). The relationship between systems is defined by which process is operational, namely encoding, storage, or retrieval of memories. These are summarized in the SPI acronym, where encoding is Serial, storage is Parallel, and retrieval is Independent. During encoding, information is passed in a serial fashion from one system to another in hierarchical fashion. The model does not incorporate (at this stage) any ability to pass information directly from PRS to episodic memory, which fits well with recent observations.36 Once information has been processed and encoded, the perceptual, semantic, and episodic memories are stored separately in each system, in parallel, with the nature of memory being specific for each system. Thus the perceptual qualities of a memory are stored in PRS, whereas recollective details of the same memory, those that are personally relevant, are stored in episodic memory. Tulving uses the terminology of ‘perceptual’ memory in the SPI model; however, this terminology is potentially confusing when one considers the literature of anaesthetic effects on consciousness, where the concept of a ‘percept’ relates to the binding of information in disparate regions of the brain. To clarify, I will use the term ‘sensate’ to indicate the perceptual memory in Tulving’s model. The serial nature of processing of information from sensation to perception and potential conscious memory formation is a common theme in other conceptualizations of memory, and the independence of sensory input (sensation) from awareness or perception can help to contextualize the interactions of anaesthetics on consciousness.37 Memories can be retrieved independently from each memory store, and on this basis, the SPI model is useful to characterize concepts such as the ‘remember–know’ distinction for recognition performance and production of false memories. The fact that retrieval of a memory can occur independently from a given system does not mean it has to occur from a single system; it can involve different levels of retrieval from the PRS, semantic, or episodic memory systems. Thus, ‘remembering’ an event from episodic memory is different from ‘knowing’ one from semantic memory, but both may contribute to recognition of a previous event. Thus, it can be seen that memory is a highly distributed process, and in fact, some authorities argue that the concept of ‘a memory’ is too simplistic.38

During anaesthesia, memory function, if present, is likely to be very basic. Of interest is the encoding of memories into the PRS during anaesthesia and the recognition of these memories (retrieval) directly from the PRS after anaesthesia. To ensure that retrieval is directly from the PRS and not other memory systems, procedures such as the process dissociation procedure can be used to determine contributions from the PRS and non-PRS memory systems.39 Most conceptualizations of memory involve a hierarchy of memory processing. Distinctions between processes can be made on behavioural and/or neuroanatomical grounds. For example, familiarity is frequently considered to be a dissociable component of recollection, because neurological lesions spare familiarity in the absence of recollection, whereas the opposite does not seem to occur.40 Some of these distinctions might not be mutually exclusive, another example being the role of the hippocampus in unconscious memory processes.40 The blurriness of traditional divisions might account for some of the difficulty in detecting unconscious or implicit memories, assuming mutual exclusion from conscious memory. Novel concepts regarding brain states during anaesthesia are emerging that also blur the traditional binary distinction between ‘awake’ and ‘anaesthetized’.41 42 In these conceptualizations, multiple brain states can exist within the same behavioural observations (e.g. unresponsiveness to voice or unremembered movement to command), and sensate memory formation might be possible in only a few of these.

Fig 1 This is Tulving’s conceptualization of human memory in the serial parallel independent (SPI) model. Three memory systems representing the perceptual representation system (PRS), semantic, and episodic memory are related in a hierarchical fashion during encoding, where information processing is Serial. Storage of memories is Parallel in each system, and these can be retrieved Independently. Of interest during anaesthesia is the PRS, the lowest ‘rung’ of the model (sensation). If any memory function operates during anaesthesia, it would be the PRS. It is likely that any perceptual (or sensate) memories would be stored in secondary sensory association cortices.

Encoding and retrieval of memories in the perceptual representation system

In the SPI model, all information encoded into any type of memory must first pass through the PRS system. The PRS system by
necessity involves sensory regions of the brain, the gateway for information from the outside world. It seems likely that physiological principles at play in one sensory system are relevant to others, as seems to be true for auditory, olfactory, and visual sensations. A necessary condition for memory formation during anaesthesia is that there is some functionality of the sensory system during anaesthesia. There is overwhelming evidence that auditory sensation is functional, albeit at a reduced level, during anaesthesia.44–49

In order to retrieve memories directly from the PRS, they must have been stored previously. The neurophysiology underlying memories that are unconscious (i.e. those that do not involve the semantic/episodic memory systems) is therefore relevant. In the absence of anaesthesia, this type of learning could be termed learning without awareness, or in more popular terminology, subliminal learning. What are the physiological underpinnings of learning without awareness, and if possible, where might these memories be stored? The latter question is difficult to answer, because it is still not known where conscious memories are stored, which might vary through time. The perceptual system in the SPI model can be considered to be more primitive than other systems, and thus, might be characterized by simpler neurophysiology. Thus, conditions necessary for memory formation during anaesthesia include enough functionality of subliminal memory systems to allow encoding of senate memories that can then be retrieved by processes independent of conscious effort.

Learning without awareness: the neurophysiology of subliminal learning

Unconscious memories are those we do not know we have; otherwise, these would be conscious memories. We are constantly barraged with sensory input, and we have to adapt to an ever-changing world. Some ability to process relevant incoming information and incorporate it into a ‘survival’ strategy must be present. In the initial stages after sensation, these processes by necessity need to be unconscious, to avoid what could be termed sensory overload.50–51 At a certain stage of processing, attention is then directed to incoming information, which is selected as being important, recruiting more brain networks that eventually result in a conscious percept.52 53

Thus, unconscious memory systems are very efficient not only at detecting relevant stimuli, as measured by heightened electrophysiological and neurobiological responses to a new stimulus (so-called orienting reflex), but also at learning complex information without taxing the deliberative conscious memory systems. For example, complex rules can be learned that result in performance improvement without any conscious knowledge of the underlying rule.54 Neural correlates of this learning reveal multiple brain regions involved in these processes. Information transfer between these regions is evidenced by synchrony, for example, during rule learning.55 Thus, to learn unconscious memories, it seems that some degree of network function is necessary to allow information flow between different brain regions. However, memory formation during anaesthesia might simply be a senate memory of having experienced a stimulus previously and might not need more complex and distributed brain processes that underlie rule learning.

Conscious memory operations are traditionally typified by involvement of the hippocampus, which communicates with other cortical brain regions via the parahippocampus, entorhinal cortex, fornix-thalamic pathways, or a combination of these (there are few, if any, direct connections of the hippocampus to the cortex).56 57 Without the hippocampus, no conscious memory can be formed. In contrast, non-conscious memories are associated with other neural correlates, many of which may reside in other medial temporal lobe structures. Thus, hippocampal involvement, or lack thereof, can be a reasonable proxy of non-conscious memories in animal models. One type of memory in animals that demonstrates insensitivity to the presence/absence of the hippocampus is object recognition memory, which can be considered a model of a more ‘primitive’ memory system than the human episodic memory system.35 It was initially thought that object recognition memory required the hippocampus, but different studies provided conflicting results. More careful consideration of task design revealed that many studies were contaminated by the animal using visual/spatial environmental cues to identify previously experienced objects. When performed in an impoverished environment object recognition is unaffected by hippocampal lesions. It should be noted that object recognition memory is widely regarded as a model of declarative (conscious) memory in humans, but this is hard to reconcile with the lack of hippocampal involvement when spatial context is eliminated from the object recognition paradigm. A possibly analogous memory process is face recognition in humans, which has recently been shown to be independent of the hippocampus.50 Thus, non-episodic memories, in particular perceptual memory in the SPI model, are likely to be mediated by structures in the medial temporal lobe other than the hippocampus, such as the entorhinal cortex (the main input to the hippocampus) and the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices.

It is becoming increasingly questionable whether a clear hippocampal–non-hippocampal divide genuinely exists, and various subregions of the hippocampus seem to be specialized for different functions.50–52 Evidence is emerging of hippocampal involvement in memory processes (e.g. working memory or contextual cueing) previously thought not to be dependent on the hippocampus.53 54 55 56 The hippocampus has connections with structures involved with very basic memory processing, such as the amygdala, and forebrain structures via the fornix.57 These in turn interact with various thalamic nuclei, which in turn support specific memory processes.57 Connections of anterior thalamic nuclei to parahippocampal and entorhinal cortices involve the retrosplenial and posterior cingulate cortices, and these structures form in part what is known as the default mode network. Likewise, many of these non-hippocampal structures are involved in object recognition memory.

As can be seen, a large and diverse set of neuroanatomical structures support memory functions, their roles being somewhat fluid dependent upon specific circumstances. Rather than dividing memory into static categories, it might be better to think of representations of information that support memory, or processing modes required for memory operations.35 38 Ultimately, object recognition and seneate memory seems to reside in secondary sensory association cortices, the location being determined by the modality of encoding. The time required to consolidate these memories is as yet unclear.53 68 Thus, if seneate memories can be formed during anaesthesia, it is likely that these are stored in secondary sensory cortices.

Learning during anaesthesia: neurophysiological considerations

Serial processing of sensation to conscious percept involves numerous processes, including those of attention. It is likely that anaesthetics will have differing influences on these processes,
potentially allowing low-level processes to proceed whilst blocking others needed for conscious perception. For sensate memory formation to occur during anaesthesia, more than basic processing in primary sensory cortices is needed. It is now well established that sensation is preserved during anaesthesia, and local connectivity in sensory and perisensory regions is also well preserved. Sensation must become sensate memory in the secondary sensory cortices. It seems unlikely that direct encoding of memory from sensation in the primary sensory cortex to secondary association cortex occurs, and lesion studies in animals support this view. These studies demonstrated the importance of corticothalamiccortical circuits in processing of sensation to association cortices. Additional support is provided by a re-analysis of data from the study by Boveroux and colleagues. The largest difference between the sedated, conscious state and the unresponsive state was characterized by negative corticocortical connections. Additionally, sensate memory resulting from a direct transfer of information from sensory cortex should have been reliably observed after decades of research searching for implicit memory formed during anaesthesia. This, it seems likely that the formation of sensate memory requires more diverse brain regions and functionality than solely present in primary and association sensory cortices. Other support is provided by the fact that even a very ‘basic’ form of memory, cross-modality associative memory, requires participation of the entorhinal cortex.

The thalamocortical switch and sensory throughput

A key question is the differing roles of thalamic nuclei as consciousness ‘switches’ and in sensory transmission. The thalamus is a key target of anaesthesia, with the onset of unresponsiveness mediated by the midline intralaminar nuclei. With clear evidence of sensation in humans during unresponsiveness, other nuclei in the thalamus must still be able to transmit sensory information under anaesthesia. The multiplicity of effects of anaesthesia on different nuclei of the thalamus is becoming increasingly evident. Such functionality might not be static, and probably varies not only with the depth of anaesthesia, but also with other factors, such as oscillatory frequencies of inputs to the thalamus. The role of the thalamus in supporting memory function is being unravelled, with some nuclei (e.g. anterior thalamus) being almost as important as the hippocampus in conscious memory. As different thalamic nuclei are inhibited to different extents during anaesthesia, how anaesthesia affects specific memory processes could relate to differential effects on these thalamic structures. Even though connectivity of the primary auditory cortex to other brain regions is inhibited during anaesthesia, connectivity amongst other ‘higher’ brain regions is diminished but not eliminated. Different networks are affected to different extents, not always as one might expect. It is conceivable that ‘higher order’ networks subserving more complex cognitive functions (executive networks) are inhibited more than those with more basic functions, such as the default mode network, but this is not necessarily the case. A picture of somewhat unpredictable effects of anaesthetics on network connectivity and function is emerging.

Network function

Connectivity between different brain regions supporting consciousness is emerging as a key target of anaesthetic action. Thus, network function supporting information processing during anaesthesia is a major focus of current investigation, with comparisons before and after loss of responsiveness. Anaesthesia differentially inhibits but does not entirely eliminate network connectivity. It is important to relate these changes to those of functionality, for example information content and transfer. In order to understand learning during anaesthesia, it is important to identify those networks involved in learning without awareness and to determine their functionality during anaesthesia. The latter requires a robust method to detect behavioural changes associated with the formation of unconscious memory.

Conclusions

A myriad of neurophysiological factors, yet to be elucidated, are likely to be needed for memory formation during anaesthesia to occur, and this might explain why observations of memory formation during anaesthesia are seemingly random. Concepts of human memory are still evolving, and unconscious memory during anaesthesia should not necessarily be tied to a given conceptualization. As our understanding of anaesthetic mechanisms on consciousness and memory increases, further insights into human memory might be gained, resulting in novel conceptualizations. Translational knowledge of memory function from animal studies might be most relevant for more ‘primitive’ forms of memory. By contextualizing memory function in terms of cognitive models, some guidance for further research is hopefully obtained. As with the ‘hard problem’ of consciousness, and how anaesthetics interact with these processes to produce unresponsiveness, one should be able to refine methods to detect unconscious memories more reliably, and more importantly, define a state of anaesthesia in which such memory formation is not only plausible, but reproducible. A critical lack of information exists regarding functionality of various networks during anaesthesia. Indeed, the networks supporting memory function itself are not well defined, particularly with regard to memory other than conscious episodic memory. The anaesthetic state might provide a useful tool to identify lower level, more ‘resilient’ networks that support lower hierarchy memory processes. Once this not insignificant hurdle is overcome, then attention can be focused on the relevance of these memories to the well-being of our patients.
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